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 From the Secretary General’s Desk… 

ICCI applauds the Government’s unwavering focus on the pursuit of growth which is exemplified by Fits commitment to roll out the Goods & Services Tax on schedule, demonetization of high value 

currency notes and the passage of the Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code Bill in Parliament. We believe 

that in order to realize the full growth potential of the country and to meet the aspirations of all its citizens, it 

is imperative for the Government to press ahead with its reform agenda and focus on implementation. In 

light of this, FICCI has chosen ‘Reforms for Sustaining High Growth’ as the theme for this year’s Annual 

General Meeting. We have made wide-ranging suggestions for strengthening and sustaining growth. 

These include continuing the focus on enhancing ease of doing business, undertaking assessment of 

regulators for reforming the regulatory regime, continuing work on cleaning bank balance sheets, giving an 

impetus to domestic manufacturing, greater thrust on infrastructure, reforming factor markets and 

widening the tax base. We carry these suggestions in detail in the pages that follow.                                                                                                                   

The announcement by Prakash Javadekar, Minister for Human Resource Development, that universities 

will be granted an autonomous status based on the National Institutional Ranking Framework and National 

Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC), has come as a whiff of fresh air. Speaking at FICCI’s Higher 

Education Summit 2016 in New Delhi, the Minister said that institutions with good ranking will have 100% 

autonomy, average institutes will have 50% autonomy and bad performers would have only 10% autonomy 

in their working. Grant of autonomy to higher education institutions is the bedrock for creating good 

research-driven and innovation-oriented universities, so essential for sustainable progress of a country. We 

also had the privilege of the presence of N. Chandrababu Naidu, Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh at the 

summit who urged  industry to associate closely with academic institutions to find innovative solutions to 

issues that embrace the economy and society as the traditional approach to problem-solving in today’s 

knowledge economy will not yield the desired results. We carry a report on the deliberations of the summit.

FICCI partnered with the Government of Rajasthan for the ‘Global Rajasthan Agritech Meet’ 2016 (GRAM 

2016) at Jaipur where  the Chief Minister, Vasundhara Raje  made clear that the primary objective of GRAM 

was to ensure economic empowerment of the people through accelerated yet focused growth in agriculture 

and to double farmers’ income. The state conceived GRAM 2016 as an agri-technology and business event 

to provide a platform to transform and catalyse sustainability and economic viability of farming. 

Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog, has emphasised that direct selling will have to be given a greater thrust 

as it empowers women, propels MSMEs and promotes manufacturing. Speaking at FICCI DIRECT 2016, the 

annual flagship event for the direct selling industry, Kant applauded the efforts of the Ministry of Consumer 

Affairs for coming up with  guidelines to govern the direct selling industry and was hopeful that the state 

governments would implement them in a time- bound manner.

We hope you will find the contents of this issue informative and earnestly look forward to your feedback.    

A Didar Singh
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